Vietnam Stock market Technical Analysis
Week: April 10th – 14th
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VN-Index is still in middle and long-term recovering trend since it saw 3rd recovering week
in a row and created new high peak of 9 years. The volume dropped but was still above 20
week average, showing that the cash flow still stayed with the market. Not just that, the
idnex still closed above important MA lines from MA5 to MA23, confirming middle and
long-term recovering trend.
Moreover, other technical indicators like MACD and RSI are tending to increase positively.
At the same time, ADX continuted recovering to 25 with +DI being above –DI, showing that
gaining motivation is still there and might continue in near future.
Therefore, we keep our point of view that the index is in middle and long-term gaining
trend. So investors might keep high share weight for long-term holding.

This news is distributed by Research Department – Phu Hung Securities JSC. All the above information is collected from trusted sources. However
because the stock market sees influences from many complicated factors and is hard to predict, investors must be responsible for their own
investments.9
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VN-Index is showing a clear short-term recovering trend. It recovered at the end of the
week and closed above MA5 and 20. Meanwhile, ADX recovered to 25 with +DI being
above –DI, confirming current recovering trend.
Moreover, for other technical indicators, MACD and RSI are increasing positively. At the
same time, the volume is kept above 10 and 20 session average, showing good
recovering motivation and the index might move to challenge resistant level of 735 points
(Fib 50) next week.
In general, short-term recovering trend might continue. Therefore, investors might keep
high share weight in the portfolio.

This news is distributed by Research Department – Phu Hung Securities JSC. All the above information is collected from trusted sources. However
because the stock market sees influences from many complicated factors and is hard to predict, investors must be responsible for their own
investments.9
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HNX-Index shows that middle and long-term recovering trend is still there, since it closed
above most important MA lines from MA5 to MA26. And it closed above long-term dropping
trend line (forming from peaks of 2014, 2015, and 2016), confirming middle and long-term
recovery.
Not just that, other technical indicators like RSI and MACD still increased positively.
Meanwhile, ADX increased to 24 with +DI being above –DI, supporting current trend.
Therefore, we think that the last 2 correcting weeks might only be technical to spport more
sustainable long-term recovering trend.
In general, HNX-Index’s middle and long-term main trend is still recovering. Therefore,
investors might use technical corrections to restructure the portfolio for middle and long-term
holding.

This news is distributed by Research Department – Phu Hung Securities JSC. All the above information is collected from trusted sources. However
because the stock market sees influences from many complicated factors and is hard to predict, investors must be responsible for their own
investments.9
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HNX-Index’s short-term recovering motivation is weakening since it saw 2 drops and
closed below MA5. Not just that, RSI and MACD showed negative downtrend signs, in
which MACD has started cutting Signal lines, placing warning on selling signs.
However, the index still closed above MA20 and ADX was above 37 with +DI being above
–DI, showing that short-term recovering trend might still be there and the correction at th
end of the week might only be technical. Therefore, the index might soon return to
challenge 91.7 points (Fib 161.8).
In general, short-term recovering trend might still be there. Therefore, investors should use
technical corrections to restructure the portfolio.

This news is distributed by Research Department – Phu Hung Securities JSC. All the above information is collected from trusted sources. However
because the stock market sees influences from many complicated factors and is hard to predict, investors must be responsible for their own
investments.9
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